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Attending the conference is an
extremely cost effective way to
build relationships with colleagues,
experts, and peers. Those of us who
have benefitted from collective
wisdom over the years know the
value of staying connected. Even the
“internet generation” has embraced
collaboration, evidenced by the
popularity of interactive platforms,
aka “crowd-sourcing”, over the past
decade. As GIOA grows, additional
opportunities to connect (both
off and online) will be available
throughout the year. Stay tuned!
Buying power commands attention
from the street. The best way to
benefit from that attention is to
create environments where open
and honest conversations can take
place to develop mutually beneficial
business relationships. Financial
service companies provide good
and valuable services, and those
that deliver them in transparent,
service-oriented models will
become valuable partners for the
long run.
Influential groups attract influential
speakers. Year after year, you tell
us the program keeps getting
better. The word is out that the best
place to get in front of the leading
government investment officers
throughout the country is to present
at GIOA. As we grow, so will the
quality of our programs.
“A rising tide lifts all boats”,
commonly attributed to John F.

Kennedy, is applicable. Imagine the
value of tapping into the collective
intelligence and experience of a
group where members challenge
themselves and each other to
always be learning. Yes, I’ve been
accused of being Miss Pollyanna, but
I have seen more of our members
embracing this attitude each year
and have personally seen the
positive results. Don’t stop!
Taxpayers served by prudent,
well-informed portfolio managers
will achieve optimal, risk-adjusted
results while preserving capital.
Given the financial uncertainty in
the market today, it is critical to
stay up on economic and product
trends to properly safeguard assets.
Quoting Will Rogers’ famous quote,
“I’m am not so much concerned with
the return on capital as I am with the
return of capital.”
Impact to the bottom line is
significant. Still, while safety is job
one, optimizing return to earn
even an additional 5 bps on assets
equates to $500,000 per year for
each $1 billion under management.
That’s an incredible $171 million
per year for all GIOA members
combined. That’s a lot of fire trucks
and parks!
I’m sure you all can think of many
more reasons to be part of GIOA. Let
us know, but also tell your friends,
tell your communities, and together
we will continue to increase the
power.
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Fun
Fact$

•

• 80% of millionaires
drive used cars.
• Approximately
40% of the U.S.
paper currency
in circulation was
counterfeit by the
end of the Civil War.
• In the U.S., more
than 10% of
lottery prizes go
unclaimed!
• Just 33% of
consumers pays
off his or her credit
card bill every
month.
• About 10% of U.S.
households pay
their bills in cash.
• There are 293 ways
to make change for
a dollar.

WHO KNEW?
GIOA Update — Summer 2015

Online Registration for the 2016 GIOA
Conference will be available soon, but in
order to become acquainted with what
GIOA has to offer, we invite you to visit
the “Events” page at www.GIOA.US
to view last year’s agenda, attendee
lists, and the posted presentations. The
2016 conference agenda will be available
early Fall, but we will again offer NASBA
eligible CPE credits and will include an allday Pre-Conference Workshop for government
members only on Wednesday, a Welcome Reception for all attendees that
evening, and a “NCAA Basketball” Party on Thursday evening. The main
sessions run all day Thursday and conclude Friday at 11:00 am.

Hotel Reservations

Call 1.800.311.8999 or visit
https://resweb.passkey.com/go/XGIOA16 to make
your reservation. There’s a limited block of rooms
and a deadline of February 22, 2016, so please
book early. You need to mention the group code
XGIOA16 to receive the room rate of $78 for a
standard room or $130 for a Monaco Suite (both
with a $25 resort fee).
10655 Park Run Drive, Suite 120, Las Vegas, Nevada 89144
702.489.8993 • www.GIOA.us
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Positioning for lift-off
Todd Cuppia – Managing Director, Stifel Fixed Income Capital Markets
Despite the frequency and persistence of claims over the
course of the last few years that the inevitable increase
in interest rates is right around the corner, it appears we
are in fact at the precipice. Futures markets are currently
placing a 50% probability on the likelihood that the Fed
increases its target rate for federal funds for the first
time since 2006 at the September meeting, and a nearly
75% probability it happens by the December meeting.
Both historical experience in prior tightening cycles and
the fundamental macroeconomic
trends currently in place are driving
market consensus expectations
for a gradual flattening of the
yield curve, led by weakness on
the front-end. The speed and
magnitude of any bear flattening
will likely be the determining
variable driving returns for
investors on the front-end of the
curve for the foreseeable future.
The curve re-shaping will gradually
decrease the attractiveness of rolldown strategies. However, at the
same time, front-end interest rates
continue to be exceptionally low
which implies that the opportunity
cost of maintaining an overly liquid
position is still quite high. Simply
put, keeping too much dry powder
in short maturity investments
in anticipation of rising rates
can potentially cost more in the
reduction in current income than
is gained from reducing potential
future price volatility.

value analysis, the “optimal” portfolio attempts to
replicate a more realistic portfolio management process
by imposing reasonable diversification restrictions and
liquidity parameters in a mix of Agency quality securities
that maximizes potential excess returns over duration
matched treasuries.
To begin, we placed a wide array of bullet and fixed rate
callable agencies between 6 months and 5 years into a
“menu” of potential investment
alternatives. Second, we ran
each investment option through
5 potential future yield curve
scenarios including both parallel
yield curve increases and bear
flattener scenarios of varying
magnitudes to compare these
potential returns against the
return that would be generated
from holding a basket of Treasury
securities matched to the partial
duration profile of each individual
investment. Specifically, the
scenarios included a base case
(no change in rates), a 50 & 100
bp gradual parallel increase in
rates, and gradual bear flatteners
of 50 & 100 bps given a 12 month
horizon period. Terminal pricing
assumes that option adjusted
spreads remain constant, which
is conservative in our view,
as spread technicals in the
Agency market continue to be
very positive. Lastly, the potential investments were
chosen using an optimization algorithm based upon
their relative potential returns assuming each scenario
is equally likely. To keep the simulation realistic, we
imposed restrictions upon the portfolio such that 20%
of the portfolio would need to mature within 2-years,
no individual position could occupy more than 15% of
the total market value of the portfolio, and the average
duration of the holdings approximates 2.5.

Navigating these
difficult markets
successfully will

necessarily involve
effectively striking
the appropriate

balance between

liquidity, duration
risk, and yield.

Navigating these difficult markets successfully will
necessarily involve effectively striking the appropriate
balance between liquidity, duration risk, and yield.
Against this backdrop, we attempt to tackle this difficult
question using only the information that is available
to us today, and develop the “optimal portfolio” that
maximizes returns and simultaneously minimizes risks
using scenario analysis and a range of reasonable
potential future yield curves. Unlike traditional relative
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Optimal Portfolio

Source: Stifel, Analytics provided by YieldBook
Scenario Analysis Results

Source: Stifel, Analytics provided by YieldBook
What the analysis shows is that even with the curve likely
to flatten over the course of the next year, a diversified
mix of floaters, bullets, and callables with generally
short lock-outs handily outperforms in most reasonable
rising rate and curve flattening scenarios. It is only in the
extreme flattening move that the convexity profile of the
short lock-out callables causes the securities to extend in
duration and underperform the matched curve Treasury
portfolio. This risk seems reasonable in the context of
the current market, given the unlikely probability of a
flattening of this magnitude over a 12 month horizon,

and is further mitigated somewhat by the fact that the
optimal portfolio is higher yielding than the treasury
portfolio, for equivalent duration, and the fact that
the losses would only be realized if the investments
needed to be sold prior to maturity. It would only take
an additional 3 months for the carry advantage of the
Agency portfolio to overwhelm the total return of the
matched curve Treasury portfolio. Even with the end of
the 30-year bull market for bonds nearly at an end, the
returns from extending slightly in duration, in a targeted
manner, remain attractive relative to the risks.

2015 GIOA Conference
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Impact Reports Can Help
Green Bonds Bloom
BMO Capital Markets Authors:
Margaret Kerins, CFA, MD, Head of FI Strategy			Dan Krieter, CFA, VP
Michael Gregory, CFA, MD, Dep. Chief & Head of US Econ		
• The green bond market experienced tremendous
growth in 2014 with approximately $32 bn in
supply, tripling the previous largest year of issuance.
Many market participants expected 2015 to be a
continuation of that growth with some projecting
issuance in the $100 bn range.
• However, green bond issuance has disappointed with
only approximately $20 bn in issuance YTD. That is
actually slightly behind last year’s pace, and the culprit
is likely a misalignment of incentives from various
market participants.
• Issuers are most interested in green bonds if they lead
to lower financing costs and a more diverse investor
base, while investors seek a quantifiable environmental
impact for their investment dollars.
• Not only do investors desire an environmental impact
for green investments, they also want proof of the
environmental benefit through impact reporting. In
turn, issuers have started providing investors with
impact reports that help quantify environmental
benefits, making green bonds more marketable to
investors. Additionally, many issuers have their green
bond programs audited by outside agencies to certify
the accuracy of environmental claims. 54% of all newly
issued green bonds have come from issuers whose
green programs are externally audited.
• The problem with impact reporting and third party
verification is that it is expensive for issuers. Aside from
the outright monetary cost of third party verification,
impact reports require systems and personnel with the
expertise to measure, track, and accurately report the
environmental impact of green projects.
• Without advantageous pricing, green bonds are a
poor prospect for issuers that can fund with traditional
bonds without taking on the added financial
responsibility of green bond certification. Figures 1
and 2 show green bonds continue to trade in line with
comparable non-green debt. We believe green bonds
should trade at a premium if investors actually do
consider the environmental benefit, and the premium
can be estimated using impact reports from issuers.

Neil Bouhan, VP

Figure 1: 5yr SSA Spread to Swaps (bp)

Source: BMO CM, TradeWeb

Figure 2: 10yr SSA Spread to Swaps (bp)

Source: BMO CM, TradeWeb

Quantifying the Environmental
Benefit of Green Bonds

• A green bond’s “total return” can be described as the
bond’s financial return plus the environmental return
from investing in climate change mitigation projects.
• To estimate a green bond’s environmental return, our
analysis combines newly available impact reports
with market-based indicators of the value of carbon
emissions.
Continued on page 7
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• EIB, the largest global issuer of green bonds to date,
recently released the list of projects supported by
its green bond program. Of the 56 projects in EIB’s
portfolio, impact data is available for 46 of them. For
each of the projects with available data, EIB releases
five fields of impact data: gross additional installed
electricity capacity, additional electricity produced,
energy saved, absolute greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, and relative GHG emissions.
• The most valuable data in the set is the relative GHG
emissions field, which quantifies the emission savings
per year that will be realized by the project. For
example, the EIB’s BEWAG onshore wind power project
in Austria, has a relative GHG emission of -197 ktCO2
e per year. In other words, 197,000 tons of carbon
dioxide would have been emitted into the atmosphere
if the wind project was not undertaken.
• Taking that number a step further, EIB also releases
the relative GHG emissions of each project per €1 mn
of funds invested in the project. Given EIB’s €90 mn
investment in the Austrian wind farm, the project
has a relative GHG emission per €1 mn of -0.52 ktCO2
e per year. That means that the wind power project
will result in mitigating 520 tons of carbon dioxide
emissions per every €1 mn investment into the project.
• The weighted average relative GHG emissions saved
per €1mn allocated by EIB’s portfolio is -0.55 ktCO2
e per year, weighting by the allocated amount of EIB
green funds to each project. Weighting by allocated
funds eliminates outliers with outsized carbon
emission savings.
• Therefore, EIB’s portfolio of green projects saves
550 tons of carbon dioxide emissions annually on
average. But how does an investor translate that to
an “environmental return”? Thanks to carbon taxes
and cap-and-trade regimes established in various
countries, we can quantify the monetary impact of
those saved carbon dioxide emissions.
• According to a 2014 World Bank report,1 almost
40 countries and more than 20 cities, states, and
provinces already use carbon pricing mechanisms or
are planning to implement them.
• Fifteen of those countries enforce a carbon tax, with
the amount of tax varying widely by country. To
eliminate the effect of outliers, we use the median
carbon tax rate of approximately $10 per ton of carbon
dioxide.
• Cap-and-trade systems put a similar market value on
emitting carbon, and are market-traded rather than
enforced by governments. Under the EU Emission
Trading Scheme, one EU Allowance (EUA) permits the
emission of one metric ton of carbon dioxide. As of
April 29th, the market price for one EUA was €7.35, or
approximately $8.
• Thus, both carbon taxation regimes and cap-and-
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•

•
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•

trade schemes place the value of emitting one ton of
carbon dioxide at $8-$10. We will use $10 for ease of
calculations.
Back to the EIB example, combining the average 550
tons of carbon dioxide saved per €1 mn invested by
EIB’s green projects per year with the $10 market cost
of emitting carbon, we can value the carbon dioxide
savings of EIB’s green projects at $5,500 for every €1
mn invested in green bonds.
Of course, that estimate is likely high considering that
not all carbon is taxed at $10 per ton. Large countries
such as the United States and Russia have no system
in place to reduce carbon emission, and companies
can emit carbon in those countries freely. In the World
Bank report cited above, carbon reducing regimes are
responsible for about 22% of global carbon emissions.
Taking that into consideration, we reduce the
environmental benefit of green bonds to reflect the
amount of global carbon emission that is actually
taxed. After this adjustment, the value of saved carbon
emissions drops to $1,210 per €1 mn invested.
Dividing the value of annual carbon saved by the
monetary investment ($1,210/$1,100,000) gives us
an annual “environmental return” of green bond
investments of 11 bp (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Environmental Return of EIB Green
Bonds for Investors
Weighted Average Relative GHG emissions
550
Price of Carbon Emissions
$10
Value of Carbon Emissions
$5,500
Amount of Global Carbon Emissions Taxed
0.22
Actual Value of Annual Carbon Emissions
$1,210
Investment Required for Carbon Savings
$1,100,000
Environmental Return of Green Bond
11 bp
Source: BMO CM

If that environmental return truly matters as much as
financial return to green bond investors, our simple
analysis suggests green bonds could trade as much as 11
bp through comparable non-green debt, paving the way
for increased issuance.
• The other noteworthy effect of impact reporting is a
greater benefit for the planet. Whether or not green
bonds establish a pricing premium to comparable
non-green debt, at the very least investors can use this
data to compare green bond programs of different
issuers. Investors would then favor green bonds of
issuers with the highest environmental impact, which
incentivizes issuers to seek out the most beneficial
projects. The more beneficial an issuer’s green bond
Continued on page 8
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program in terms of climate change mitigation, the
better the pricing they will receive on their green bond
offerings.
Footnotes:
1

http://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/pricing-carbon
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(Member FDIC), BMO Ireland Plc, and Bank of Montreal (China) Co. Ltd. and the
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SIPC), BMO Nesbitt Burns Securities Limited (Member SIPC) and BMO Capital
Markets GKST Inc. (Member SIPC) in the U.S., BMO Nesbitt Burns Inc. (Member
Canadian Investor Protection Fund) in Canada, Europe and Asia, BMO Capital
Markets Limited in Europe, Asia and Australia and BMO Advisors Private
Limited in India. “Nesbitt Burns” is a registered trademark of BMO Nesbitt Burns
Corporation Limited, used under license. “BMO Capital Markets” is a trademark
of Bank of Montreal, used under license. “BMO (M-Bar roundel symbol)” is a
registered trademark of Bank of Montreal, used under license. ® Registered
trademark of Bank of Montreal in the United States, Canada and elsewhere. TM
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Western Asset Client Service Executives Zak Green
and John Bonczek conducted interviews with some
of their firm’s flagship, public clients. Included in
the Q&A were:
Josephine Gilbert (JG), Investment Manager for Fairfax County Government

Tom Roberts (TR), Short Duration Portfolio Manager for Employees Retirement System of Texas
Corrine Steeger (CS), Treasury Manager for the City of Dallas
Jack Weisenborn (JW), Investment Operations Specialist for the State of Illinois

As we approach the SEC’s reforms, what are your
biggest potential concerns, if any?
JG: Our biggest concern at this point is product
availability for a government fund.
CS: The failure of the Texas legislature to approve
an amendment to the state investment statute
that would have allowed prime and tax-exempt
(institutional) funds to remain authorized
investments for public entities when these funds
abandon the $1 NAV is a loss of flexibility for the
city’s investment program.
TR: There will probably be a need to better
understand a fund’s board (for any fund we invest
in) to get a sense of their discretion regarding
redemptions and suspensions.

Have your investment options changed in
anticipation of the reforms? If so, how?
TR: Yes. The new rules likely reduce the opportunity
to use 2a-7 prime funds due to the liquidity fees and
redemption gates. Government-only funds will get
more use and other options will be considered.
JW: At this point in time, we have not changed
anything in anticipation of the reforms, mainly due
to a “position paper” put out by the Government
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) at the end of
May 2015. Should their proposals be adopted by
their board, we can continue “business as usual”
while at the same time maintaining our AAAm rating
from S&P.

JG: Utilizing DDA’s/MM accounts as investment
vehicle for daily liquidity. Used to use repo, not sure
what landscape will look like for this product. Again
collateral will probably be an issue.

Has the Liquidity Coverage Ratio under Basel III
been an issue for you?
CS: Our depository requested that we consider
additional collateral options that would assist in
funds management. We amended our investment
policy in 2014 to accommodate those requests.
JW: LCR has not been an issue for us other than some
of our broker dealers cutting us back on overnight
repurchase agreements. We have amended our
Schedule III to allow for agency mortgage-backed
securities as collateral and as such, [we have] been
able to add another opportunity as well as other
broker dealers.

Are there investment options that you are now
open to exploring that you weren’t previously
open to?
JW: There are several options we are presently
looking at including possible change of statutes
that would allow us purchases of commercial
paper with non-domiciled US-based INCs or LLCs.
In other words, since a lot of foreign banks are now
issuing commercial paper out of a New York branch,
regulatory requirements for them have been relaxed
but it prohibits us from buying their commercial
paper. Another consideration is a change that would
Continued on page 10
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allow us to buy “non-rated” broker dealers for repo
purchases.
JG: Not really, however we will always remain open
to new products. We’ll perform due diligence review
and work within the permitted investments as
outlined in the Code of Virginia.
TR: There will be more attention given to alternatives
as they become more widely used.

Have you made any changes to your investment
policy ahead of the reforms? Do you intend to?
CS: There likely will be changes, but we have not
begun that process.
JW: So far, we have not made any changes. However,
there are options. We are currently waiting for the
decision from GASB and [will] then decide how we
will move forward. It could be we would give up our
AAAm rating from S&P and requirements for 2(a)7
like funds.

JG: Yes, [we have] added money market accounts.

What criteria do you look for when selecting a
provider? Can you be specific?
CS: We use a matrix to identify providers we will
consider. Factors included in that matrix are financial
strength, experience, and references.
JG: Do they have the product? [And do they have]
competitive rates?

Finally, what would you most like to see from
your providers, what would be most helpful?
TR: Alternatives beyond rated funds, NAICapproved, and SMAs will get attention. The new 2a-7
amendments don’t change the need for liquidity and
stability but they change the landscape.
CS: Options for replacement of the funds that are
moving away from the $1 NAV.

2015 GIOA Conference
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The Pros and Cons of Outsourcing
Investment Management
Bruce Plante, City of Minneapolis
Terry McCall, Portfolio Services for Government
A rapidly growing trend in
government is the use of investment
advisors and managers. The practice
accelerated in the 1990s but
outsourcing has a longer history.
For decades, municipalities have
outsourced services such as legal,
utility meter reading, wastewater
system management, etc., in
addition to contracting with hiring
financial advisors for bond issuance
advice.

A few definitions:

• Outsourcing delegates some
of the investment work to a
consultant.
• Active vs. Passive management
describes the level of activity in
a portfolio. If you buy and hold
securities until maturity, that is
a passive style. However, if you
sell a security early in order to
replace it with a higher yielding
one, that is an active style. Both
styles work but earnings are
invariably greater with active
management.
• Investment Advisors are
analogous to personal shoppers;
they advise as to what securities
to buy but do not have the
discretion to make purchases.
They are often known as
non-discretionary advisors
and are the most commonly
used type of investment
professionals. Fees usually
range from about four to ten
basis points of the assets under
advisement.
• Investment Managers are
delegated the discretion
to make purchases on your
behalf. They are often referred
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to as discretionary managers.
Occasionally, very large
portfolios (in the several
billions) will involve the use of
investment managers. Local
government pools are good
examples of entities that use
investment managers. Fees tend
to parallel that of investment
advisors.
• Investment Consultants are
similar to non-discretionary
advisors but rarely participate in
securities selection. They focus
on policy and broad strategies.
This is the least commonly used
type of investment professional.
Because the level of service is
narrower, their fees are typically
lower than for advisors and
managers, and are often stated
as flat fees.

The Pros or Advantages
of Outsourcing

• Ability to focus on strategy and
less on the work. Investment
advisors seldom replace staff,
but by doing much of the work,
they make it possible for staff to
enhance their skills and to spend
more time on other aspects of
their jobs.
• Transparency in pricing. The
cost is clearly stated with no
hidden fees.
• Access to current technology
and expertise. Investment
advisors and managers have
technology tools (such as
Bloomberg) to help make
transaction decisions. They
either have their own credit
research staff or contract for
credit research services that are
typically too costly for individual
governments to use.

• Credibility of professional
oversight. Governmental
investment advisors in the
municipal arena are highly
skilled and add a layer of
professionalism that enhances
the governmental operation.
• Superior, timely reporting
is a key product investment
advisors and managers provide.
Many governments provide
too little or far too much detail
in formats that are difficult for
most people to comprehend.
Producing detailed reporting in
a succinct format makes it easier
to communicate investment
program results to a wide
audience. Additionally, they
normally provide the reports
within days, rather than weeks,
of the end of the reporting
period.
• Enhanced earnings. Public
investors have a fiduciary
responsibility to optimize
earnings while paying attention
to safety and liquidity.
Investment advisors and
managers help accomplish
this. Even today, advisors are
helping clients attain twenty to
forty basis point earnings gains
over what they had earned
by managing internally. This
more than offsets advisory fees,
creating a net earnings gain.
• Cost savings. Advisors and
managers help reduce
transaction costs. They assist
with large volumes and are able
to obtain optimal prices for their
clients. Also, they offer improved
efficiencies in transaction
execution.
Continued on page 12
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• Continuity during staff
turnover. (A succession planning
enhancement) Most entities
have limited investment officer
staffing; the turnover of just one
employee can be disruptive to
the portfolio’s operation. Having
an advisor or manager as an
adjunct to staff provides critical
continuity so that business as
usual is assured.
• Expert investment policy
development. One of the
first steps in an advisory or
managerial relationship is to
evaluate the investment policy.
With an added set of eyes and
access to national trends and
best practices, the advisor or
manager will help develop and
update policy at the outset of
the program.

The Cons or Disadvantages
of Outsourcing
Depending on one’s viewpoint,
there are some real and perceived
disadvantages to outsourcing.
Real disadvantages include:
• Outsourcing requires process in
terms of developing, issuing and
analyzing RFPs and proposals.
This can be offset by using
a consultant to facilitate the
process.

typically not transparent. And
brokers don’t have a fiduciary
responsibility to you; advisors
and managers do. (Note to
brokers: advisors and managers
will continue to advise
purchases through primary
broker-dealers.)
• Another objection is that the
portfolio is either too small
or too large, yet entities with
portfolios of between $25
million and several billion
confirm that they benefit
from the use of advisors and
managers.

What tends to work in deciding
whether to outsource?
Success can be measured by
compliance to investment policies
and against benchmarks. Having the
right cash, at the right place, at the
right time is key. Aligning people,
processes, tools and technology is
essential to success.

People

• Is expert management of
investments a key competency
of your staff? Should it be?
• What are their capabilities in
terms of skills, knowledge and
abilities?
• How do they communicate?

Process
Perceived disadvantages include:
• Added cost, although entities
using advisors confirm that fees
more than pay for themselves.
• Loss of control. Most entities will
still have absolute control.
• Gains and losses can be incurred
without your knowledge if you
use discretionary managers,
must be monitored.
• “We have no need since we use
brokers.” Yet, broker costs are
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• Can your investment processes
be streamlined in order to save
time?
• What is the time horizon of the
portfolio? Should you manage
the short-term portfolio
internally and outsource the
longer term? Or should you
outsource the entire portfolio?

Tools and Technology

• Do you have good, affordable
access to credit research and
analysis?
• What is your information
technology capacity to maintain
and update your program?

Other

• Is non-discretionary or
discretionary investment
management allowed in your
state statutes?
• What are other organizations
similar to yours doing?
• What is your accountability and
engagement in the process?
• Will outsourcing help develop
staff skills?
• What are the governmental
investment profession’s best
practices?

End note
The writers presume that if you have
read this far, you are interested in
deciding whether to outsource your
investment program in some form.
There are many reasons to look at
outsourcing. But whether you do
or not, careful examination of the
pros and cons will help you justify
your decision. We welcome your
questions and can be reached at the
addresses below.
Bruce Plante CPA, became the City of Minneapolis
Treasurer in 2013, having earlier been chief
financial officer for Mayo Clinic’s health insurance
companies, He can be reached at bruce.plante@
minneapolismn.gov.
Terry McCall owns Portfolio Services for
Government, facilitating the hiring of
governmental investment advisors and managers,
LGIPSs, and educational institutions. He was
previously chief financial officer for the City of
Gresham, Oregon. McCall also serves as an advisor
to GFOA’s standing committee on Treasury and
Investment Management. He can be reached at
terrymccall@ps4gov.com.

• Do you have the right reporting
tools?
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